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ABSTRACT: We report on a family of lithium fast ion conductors,
Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4, that exhibit an entropically stabilized structure
type in a solid solution regime (0.15 < x < 0.33) with superionic
conductivity above 1 mS·cm−1. Exploration of the influence of
aliovalent substitution in the thermodynamically unstable β-Li3PS4
lattice using a combination of single crystal X-ray and powder
neutron diffraction, the maximum entropy method, and impedance
spectroscopy reveals that substitution induces structural splitting of
the localized Li sites, effectively stabilizing bulk β-Li3PS4 at room
temperature and delocalizing lithium ion density. The optimal
material, Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4, exhibits inherent entropic site disorder
and a frustrated energy landscape, resulting in a high conductivity
of 1.22 mS·cm−1 that represents an increase of three orders of
magnitude compared to bulk β-Li3PS4 and one order of magnitude higher than the nanoporous form. The enhanced ion
conduction and lowered activation barrier with increasing site disorder as a result of aliovalent “tuning” reveals an important
strategy toward the design of fast ion conductors that are vital as solid state electrolytes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable all solid-state batteries (ASSBs) offer great
potential to meet the growing demand for high energy density,
wide operational temperature range, and high safety energy
storage systems by using a solid electrolyte and lithium metal
anode, instead of traditional liquid electrolyte based
systems.1−3 To realize the potential of ASSBs, a superionic
conductive solid state electrolyte (SSE) (>1 mS·cm−1) with a
wide electrochemical stability window is required.4,5 Such SSEs
remove safety concerns inherent with flammable organic
electrolytes in Li-ion batteries6 and can help suppress lithium
dendrite growth in lithium metal batteries.7−11 Among a range
of various Li-ion conductors that have been studied,12 sulfide
solid electrolytes show the most promise in terms of ionic
conductivity combined with excellent processability owing to
their ductile nature.13 Recent breakthroughs have led to
remarkable increases in properties. Room temperature ion
conductivities in Li10GeP2S12 (“LGPS”)14 and its deriva-
tives15−17 and metastable Li7P3S11

18,19 as well as the Li-
argyrodite phases Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br)20−22 and
Li6.6P0.4Ge0.6S5I

23 approach that of traditional liquid electro-
lytes (∼10 mS·cm−1). However, the Ge phases are
prohibitively costly, whereas the argyrodites can be somewhat
brittle.
Among the above-mentioned thiophosphates, materials

based on Li3PS4 are particularly appealing owing not only to

their high ductility but also to their ability to form an
interphase with lithium metal that is relatively stable.24 The
most thermodynamically stable form of Li3PS4 is the γ-phase,
with a reported low ionic conductivity (σi) of 3 × 10−4 mS·
cm−1 at room temperature.25 Above 195 °C it converts to the
more highly conductive β-phase.25 As the latter is not stable at
room temperature, the conductivity of β-Li3PS4 at 25
°C wasdetermined by extrapolation of the Arrhenius plot
from elevated temperature, and is reported to be only 8.9 ×
10−4 mS·cm−1.26 This is despite its close-to-bcc packing of the
sulfide anions,27 which theory has shown to be highly favorable
for ion conduction. Several groups have attempted to stabilize
the β-Li3PS4 structure at room temperature.26,28,29 Most
recently, Liu et al. reported a solution assisted synthesis of
nanoporous β-Li3PS4 (σi = 0.16 mS·cm−1 at RT) where the
promotion in conductivity was ascribed to surface conduction
via defects.26 The high-temperature β-phase appears to be
stabilized at room temperature in the nanoporous form by the
inclusion of tetrahydrofuran in the material arising from the
synthetic procedure, which contributes to the very high
background in powder neutron diffraction (PND) patterns of
this material.30 Analysis of Li-ion migration pathways using the
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maximum entropy method (MEM) based on the PND data
indicates quasi two-dimensional (2D) Li diffusion within
the a,c-plane in nanoporous β-Li3PS4 but no continuous
pathway along the b-axis. In contrast, computational studies of
β-Li3PS4 indicate preferred Li ion diffusion along the b-
axis,31−33 and 7Li NMR studies also support quasi-1D Li
diffusion.34 Mo et al. demonstrate that concerted Li ion
migration in superionic conductorsincluding β-Li3PS4
significantly lowers the Li ion diffusion energy barrier via
strong Li−Li ion interactions.35

Elemental “doping” has long been used to increase
conductivity. Recent examples (where the underlying principle
has been elucidated) include substitution of P5+ for Si4+ in the
solid solution oxide, Li3+xSixP1−xO4, which results in increased
Li site disorder,36 and a study of the thio-LISICON family,
Li4Ge1−xSnxS4. The latter shows substitution of Ge4+ by Sn4+

can widen the diffusion bottleneck, modify the lithium
distribution, and enhance the connectivity between the
conduction channels, thereby leading to an increase of the
ionic conductivity to 10−6 S·cm−1.37 Effort was also devoted to
substitution of various elements in the Li3PS4 structure, to try
to achieve good room temperature conductivity. As far back as
2002, Kanno et al. reported on partial replacement of P5+ with
Ge4+ to form Li3+xGexP1−xS4, where the composition at x =
0.25, i.e., Li3.25Ge0.25P0.75S4, showed the highest ionic
conductivity (σi = 2.2 mS·cm−1; Ea = 0.22 eV).38 This material
was dubbed thio-LISICON. Kawamoto et al. reported thio-
LISICON Li3+xSixP1−xS4 with maximum ionic conductivity of
0.64 mS·cm−1 at x = 0.4.39 In both papers, the crystal
structures of the Ge and Si phases were indexed to an apparent
superlattice of the corresponding parent monoclinic Li4SiS4
phase and orthorhombic Li4GeS4 phase, although no structural
data were reported. It was this seminal work on the thio-
LISICON structures that led to the discovery of the superionic
“LGPS-type” phases exemplified by Li10GeP2S12, which adopts
a different structural motif than thio-LISICON.14 However,
both Li3+xGexP1−xS4 and LGPS suffer from poor cathodic
stability in contact with a highly reducing lithium metal anode
due to the presence of Ge4+.40,41 The Li3+xSixP1−xS4 phases are
more stable because Si4+ is not easily reduced as Ge4+.42 The
tetragonal P42/nmc LGPS-type phase of Li3+xSixP1−xS4 is
formed in the composition range 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.475, with a
respectable ionic conductivity of 6.7 mS·cm−1 exhibited for
Li3.45Si0.45P0.55S4 (i.e., Li10.35Si1.35P1.65S12).

43 This value is lower
than that reported for the isostructural Li10GeP2S12 (σi = 12
mS·cm−1) but higher than that of the same composition
Li3.4Si0.4P0.6S4 with the thio-LISICON framework (σi = 0.64
mS·cm−1).39 A novel phase, tetragonal Li11Si2PS12, was also
recently synthesized under high pressure.15 Although the tiny
amounts of material obtained via this route precluded
AC impedance measurements, 7Li NMR measurements
suggested fast room-temperature hopping of the Li-ions in
the structure. While an “orthorhombic modification” of
Li3+xSixP1−xS4

15 was also alluded to in that work, no details
were provided on lattice parameters, structure, or conductivity.
Herein, we report on a family of orthorhombic

Li3+xSixP1−xS4 compositions. Using a combination of direct
method structure solution allowed by single crystal X-ray
diffraction, combined with powder neutron diffraction and the
maximum entropy method (MEM) that reveals pathways for
lithium transport, we identify the fundamental structural
changes created by incorporation of Si and Li into the lattice.
Effectively, this stabilizes a version of the β-Li3PS4 phase at

room temperature, but one in whichimportantlysignifi-
cant Li site disorder is induced. We correlate this to the
changes in Li site energy and the Li ion diffusion energy
landscape. With increasing (Li+ + Si4+) content (x) in
Li3+xSixP1−xS4 over a limited compositional range (0.25 ≤ x
≤ 0.50), the three independent sites that lithium occupies each
are split in two, positioned about 1 Å apart. The lithium ion
disorder over these split sites leads to a frustrated energy
landscape and partial vacancies, as Li+ can occupy either site,
but not simultaneously. The Li site disorder is experimentally
correlated to a decrease in activation energy for ion transport.
The highest room temperature conductivity of 1.22 mS·cm−1 is
achieved for Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4, which represents an order of
magnitude increase compared to the nanoporous β-phase, and
three orders higher than the extrapolated value of the bulk β-
phase. With higher (Li+ + Si4+) content, the Li-site splitting
partly disappears, accompanied by a decrease in conductivity.
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 exhibits comparable (albeit lower) ionic
conductivity to tetragonal “LGPS”-type Li10.35Si1.35P1.65S12,
owing to the new pathways for ion transport that are created.
Owing to its extensive site disorder, it is an example of an
entropically stabilized chalcogenide (ESC), akin to entropically
stabilized oxides.44 This work proves that deliberately inducing
disorder in materials to generate frustrated energy landscapes
in solid state electrolytes is a fruitful strategy to enhance ionic
conductivity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Material Synthesis. Li2S (99.98%, Sigma-Aldrich), P2S5 (99%,

Sigma-Aldrich), Si (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), and sulfur (99.5%, Sigma-
Aldrich) were mixed together in a mortar at the targeted ratio, and 5
wt % excess sulfur was added to fully oxidize the Si. The mixture was
pelletized and placed in a glassy-carbon crucible in a sealed quartz
tube under vacuum. The sample was heated to 750 °C, slowly cooled
to 725 °C over the period of 18 h, and then cooled to room
temperature with a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. The final product was
gently separated to find single crystals suitable for single crystal X-
ray diffraction. The remaining crystals, or those from subsequent
synthesis preparation, were crushed into a polycrystalline powder for
powder X-ray diffraction to check their purity and also for neutron
diffraction, NMR, and impedance spectroscopy analysis.

Single Crystal Diffraction and Structure Resolution. Several
colorless plate-shaped single crystals of Li3.15[Si0.15P0.85]S4,
Li3 .25[Si0 .25P0 .75]S4, Li3 .33[Si0 .33P0 .67]S4, Li3 .5[Si0 .5P0 .5]S4,
Li3.67[Si0.67P0.33]S4, and Li3.8[Si0.8P0.2]S4 with dimensions of approx-
imately 0.150 × 0.080 × 0.020 mm3 were scanned to determine their
quality. Multiple data sets were collected for each composition and
gave exactly the same results. The data were collected on a BRUKER
KAPPA diffractometer equipped with a SMART APEX II CCD,
utilizing graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation. The crystals
were protected from lengthy exposure to air by Paratone-N oil and a
liquid nitrogen flow using an OXFORD Cryostream controller 700 at
280 or 180 K. The data were collected by scanning ω and φ of 0.3° or
0.5° in a couple of groups of frames at different ω and φ and an
exposure time of 30 or 60 s per frame. The data were corrected for
Lorentz and polarization effects. Absorption corrections were based
on fitting a function to the empirical transmission surface as sampled
by multiple equivalent measurements using SADABS. Cell_now
software was used for the twinned data. The structure was solved
using direct methods to locate the positions of P/Si1, S1, S2, and S3
atoms. First, these 4 positions were anisotropically refined using the
least-squares method incorporated in the SHELXTL package, and
then the Li positions were located in the remaining electron density in
the Fourier map, which revealed Li−S bonds very similar in nature to
those found in binary and ternary Li sulfides. Subsequently, the Li site
occupancies were freely and anisotropically refined. Since it is difficult
to distinguish between P and Si using X-ray scattering and the powder
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data revealed phase-pure samples, the P/Si ratio was fixed to the
target stoichiometry, and the refinements were converged to good
residual values R1 and wR2. The program Tidy was used to
standardize the atomic positions.
Powder X-ray and Neutron Diffraction. Powder X-ray

diffraction (PXRD) measurements were conducted at room temper-
ature on a PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation
equipped with a PIXcel bidimensional detector. PXRD patterns for
phase identification were obtained in Debye−Scherrer geometry, with
samples sealed in 0.5 mm glass capillaries under argon.
The time-of-flight (TOF) powder neutron diffraction pattern of

Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 was collected on POWGEN at the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The
sample (approximately 2 g) was loaded into a vanadium can under an
argon atmosphere and metal-sealed with a copper gasket and
aluminum lid. The material was measured at 300 and 180 K, and a
single bank wave with center wavelengths of 2.665 Å was used.
Rietveld refinements of the crystal structure including scale factor,
Chebyshev background, peak shape, lattice parameters, atomic
positions, occupancies, and atomic displacement parameters (ADPs)
were simultaneously refined using the software package TOPAS 6
(Bruker-AXS). From the structure factors thus obtained, the nuclear
densities were analyzed by the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM).
Since only lithium possesses a negative scattering length in
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 (bLi = −1.9 fm), the nuclear density map is limited
to the negative part only. Reconstruction of the three-dimensional
(3D) nuclear density map using the MEM was performed using

Dysnomia software45 which visualizes the Li nuclear density and
provides Li-ion diffusion pathways in Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4.

Bond Valence Site Energy (BVSE) Calculations. BVSE
calculations were performed with the SoftBV program,46 using the
single crystal structural model as input and the softBV bond valence
parameter set47 developed by S. Adams. In this approach, lithium ion
site energies are calculated for a dense grid of points with a resolution
of 0.1 Å covering the crystal structure using the transferable Morse-
type sof tBV force field. Li-ion diffusion pathways are identified with
the regions of low bond valence site energy. BVSE maps with
isosurface levels 0.54 eV over global minimum are shown which
provide an indication of Li-ion diffusion pathways. The reported
nanoporous β-Li3PS4 structure determined from powder neutron
diffraction was used as the input structure for the BVSE calculations.48

BVSE calculations have been used to study a wide variety of ion
conductors and show good agreement with experimental and
computational investigations.46,49

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. Ion conductivity
was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
Typically, 100 mg of the Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 powder was placed between
two stainless steel rods and pressed into a 10 mm diameter pellet by a
hydraulic press at 2 tons for 3 min in an Ar-filled glovebox. EIS
experiments were performed with 100 mV constant voltage within a
frequency range of 1 MHz−100 mHz using a VMP3 potentiostat/
galvanostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments). For activation energy
measurements, 250 mg of the Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 powder was placed
between two stainless steel rods and pressed into a 10 mm diameter

Figure 1. (a) Structure of orthorhombic Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 from single crystal data and (b) structure of β-Li3PS4 along [010]; view along [001] of
(c) Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 and (d) β-Li3PS4; [P/Si]S4 (violet) tetrahedra, Li(8d)-1A/B (turquoise), Li(8d)-2 (blue) in Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4/Li(4b)-2
(blue) in β-Li3PS4, Li(4c)-3A/B (green), and S (yellow).

Table 1. Atomic Coordinates, Occupation Factors, and Equivalent Isotropic Displacement Parameters of Orthorhombic
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 Obtained from Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction at 280 K

atom Wyck. site x y z occ. Ueq (Å
2)

Li1A 8d 0.3299(2) 0.0305(4) 0.3846(5) 0.912(6) 0.0402(8)
Li1B 8d 0.334(2) 0.012(4) 0.218(6) 0.088(6) 0.0402(8)
Li2 8d 0.0061(5) 0.0447(8) 0.5572(9) 0.457(10) 0.046(2)
Li3A 4c −0.079(3) 0.25 −0.178(18) 0.20(5) 0.07(2)
Li3B 4c −0.071(3) 0.25 −0.312(13) 0.16(5) 0.047(15)
P1 4c 0.08729(3) 0.25 0.15622(6) 0.75 0.01522(11)
Si1 4c 0.08729(3) 0.25 0.15622 (6) 0.25 0.01522(11)
S1 8d 0.15281(2) 0.03571(4) 0.27631(5) 1 0.02359(10)
S2 4c −0.0619(1) 0.25 0.2684(1) 1 0.01986(11)
S3 4c 0.10084(4) 0.25 −0.17765(7) 1 0.02334(12)
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pellet by a hydraulic press at 3 tons for 3 min in a custom-made
Swagelok cell, and the pellet was placed between two indium foils in
order to maintain a good interface as the temperature was varied. The
impedance was measured from 35 MHz to 100 mHz at temperatures
ranging from 25 to 60 °C. Low temperature EIS measurements were
conducted at −78 °C by placing the cell in a cooling bath (dry ice +
acetone) for about half an hour or until the temperature fully
stabilized, and impedance measurements were then conducted from
35 MHz to 100 mHz with 100 mV constant voltage using a MTZ-35
impedance analyzer (Bio-Logic Science Instruments).
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: Solid State

MAS 29Si and 31P. Samples were filled in a 4 mm zirconia rotor
inside the glovebox with a loading of approximately 80 mg. 31P MAS
NMR measurements were obtained at 11.7 T and 295 K on a Bruker
Avance 500 MHz spectrometer operating at 202 MHz at spinning
rates of both 5 kHz and 6 kHz to determine the spinning side bands.
The spectra were referenced using an external sample of solid
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate which has an isotropic 31P
chemical shift of δ = +0.81 ppm. 29Si MAS NMR measurements
were obtained using the same instrument operating at 100 MHz at a
spinning rate of 6 kHz. The spectra were referenced to tetramethyl
silane (δ = 0 ppm).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Characterization: Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4. Single
Crystal Diffraction. The structure of orthorhombic
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 determined from single crystal XRD
measurements is depicted in Figure 1a,c, and the crystallo-
graphic details are summarized in Table 1 and Tables S6−8.
The unit cell was indexed in the orthorhombic space group
Pnma with a = 13.158(2) Å, b = 8.029(1) Å, and c = 6.129(1)
Å. The framework is related to that reported for “single crystal
β-Li3PS4” (Figure 1b,d; Pnma; a = 13.066(3) Å, b = 8.015(2)
Å, and c = 6.101(2) Å, see Table 2 for comparison);24

however, we note that the latter structure was very likely
stabilized with a low fraction of Si substitution via reaction
with the quartz tube at 950 °C, because the pure β-phase is
certainly not stable at ambient temperature where the
crystallographic study was conducted.24

The important difference on substitution of 0.25(Li+ + Si4+)
for P5+ is that the three Li positions in β-Li3PS4 [tetrahedral
Li(1) on the 8d site); octahedral Li(2) on the 4b site; and
tetrahedral Li(3) on the 4c site] are each split into two Li sites
in Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 that are each separated by about 1 Å (see
Figure 1a). These split sites cannot be simultaneously occupied

Table 2. Comparison of the Atomic Coordinates, Occupation Factors, and Isotropic Displacement Parameters of β-Li3PS4
from Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction Reported in ref 24

atom Wyck. site x y z occ. Ueq (Å
2)

Li1 8d 0.332(2) 0.033(5) 0.386(5) 1 0.0709
Li2 4b 0 0 0.5 0.68(12) 0.1013
Li3 4c −0.074(11) 0.25 −0.306(29) 0.28(12) 0.0532
P1 4c 0.0874(4) 0.25 0.1576(8) 1 0.0286
S1 8d 0.1532(3) 0.0367(5) 0.2784(6) 1 0.0344
S2 4c −0.0624(4) 0.25 0.2674(9) 1 0.0300
S3 4c 0.1012(5) 0.25 −0.1758(8) 1 0.0360

Figure 2. Structure of Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4: (a) view along [001] showing the connectivity along the b-axis; (b) view along [010] showing the
potential Li-ion diffusion channels along the c-axis formed by Li1A/B bipyramids and within the a,c-plane, formed by octahedral Li(2) connected
with the Li1A/B bipyramids; and negative nuclear density distribution (of Li ions) in Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 at 300 K, calculated using the maximum
entropy method (MEM) along [001] (c) at the iso-surface level of −0.035 fm·Å−3 and (d) at the iso-surface level of −0.025 fm·Å−3 between −0.1
< a < 1.1, Li1−8d (turquoise), Li2−8d (blue), Li3−4c (green).
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within each pair due to proximity. All attempts to refine the
structure with a large anisotropic thermal parameter (as used
to model positional disorder in ion conductive γ-phases such as
Li3.5Ge0.5V0.5O4

50 and related Li-ion defect clustered interstitial
solid solutions51) on any of the sites did not result in a
converged solution; therefore, a two-site model was necessary.
That further confirms these are true “split sites” that are
equivalent to a highly smeared-out Li+-ion distribution.
Inspection of the Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 framework, Table 1 and
2 and Figure 2, reveals that the octahedral Li(2) on the 4b site
in β-Li3PS4 shifts slightly to form octahedral Li(2) on an 8d
site in the Si-substituted material. Because this position (the
original 4b site) lies on an inversion center, the new site (8d
site) is split into two positions 1.02 Å apart with equal
fractional occupation due to symmetry (Figure 2a). These
highly delocalized octahedral sites are connected to each other
via edge sharing to form a one-dimensional LiS6 chain. The
Li(3) tetrahedra split into Li3A and Li3B sites 0.83 Å apart,
each with fractional occupancy of around 20%, and the Li3B
sites share opposite faces with the LiS6 octahedra along this
chain. This site population generates potential channels for Li-
ion diffusion along the [010] direction (Figure 2a). The Li(1)
tetrahedrasplit into Li1A and Li1B sites 1.03 Å apartshare
a common face, effectively forming a bipyramidal moiety.
These bipyramids form a one-dimensional chain along the
[001] direction (Figure 2b), which creates a potentially
additional Li diffusion pathway along the c-axis. In addition, in

the Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 phase, the c-axis diffusion pathway
formed by edge sharing bipyramidal moieties is connected by
an octahedral Li(2) by sharing a common face which forms an
a,c-plane diffusion pathway. The importance of these pathways
to Li-ion mobility is confirmed using MEM (next section).

Neutron Diffraction. Figure 3 shows the powder neutron
diffraction (PND) pattern of polycrystalline Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4
at 300 K (Figure 3a) confirming formation of a single phase
composition with no visible impurities. Rietveld refinement of
the neutron time-of-flight datawhich allows location of the
lithium ions owing to their significant and negative neutron
scattering lengthprovided results (see Table S12) that show
disorder of the Li over each of the three site pairs in excellent
agreement with the single crystal data described above (see
Experimental Methods for details). Low temperature (180 K)
PND and single crystal XRD measurements were also
conducted on Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 (Figure 3b). These data
sets, summarized in Tables S6, S9−11, and S13, were in
excellent accord with the data at 300 K and show that the same
degree of Li site disorder remains at 180 K. Extracted structure
factors from the neutron diffraction pattern generated the
negative nuclear density maps that revealed pathways for Li-
ion transport (see below).

Ionic Conductivity in Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 and Pathways
for Transport. Temperature-dependent impedance spectros-
copy measurements were performed to determine the ionic
conductivity of Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 and the activation energy for

Figure 3. Time-of-flight neutron diffraction patterns and the corresponding Rietveld refinement fits of Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 at (a) 300 K and (b) 180
K. Experimental data are shown in black circles; the red line denotes the calculated pattern; the difference profile is shown in blue; and the
calculated positions of the Bragg reflections are shown as green vertical ticks. Rwp and GoF are the weighted profile R-factor and goodness of fit,
respectively.

Figure 4. (a) Ion conductivity (red dots) at RT and activation energy (blue triangles) of Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 as a function of Si content (x); squares
around the data points indicate compositions for which the structure has been solved by single crystal diffraction. (b) Arrhenius plots of
Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 (x = 0.15, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67).
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Li-ion transport (Figure 4). The corresponding impedance
responses (illustrated as Nyquist plots) from which the data
were obtained are shown in Figure S1a−g. Low temperature
(−78 °C) EIS measurements were also conducted in order to
distinguish bulk conductivity and grain boundary conductivity
(Figure S1h). Only one semicircle is present, indicating that
bulk and grain boundary conductivity could not be separated,
which is due to the soft nature of sulfide materials, even with
high Si content (the results of the fit with an equivalent circuit
are summarized in Table S30). The total Li-ion conductivity of
1.22 mS·cm−1 (labeled in red in Figure 4a) is about 10-fold
higher than nanoporous β-Li3PS4 synthesized by a wet-
chemical method (0.16 mS·cm−1).26 It is also more than a
factor of 103 higher than bulk β-Li3PS4 (8.93 × 10−4 mS·cm−1).
In accord, Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 shows an Arrhenius behavior that
was fit to an activation energy, Ea = 0.34 eV (Figure 4b), which
is much lower than that of bulk β-Li3PS4 (Ea = 0.47 eV)25 and
slightly lower than that in nanoporous β-Li3PS4 (Ea = 0.36
eV).26

To understand how the possible Li-ion diffusion pathways in
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 could lead to a high conductivity and low
activation energy, the Li-ion nuclear density distribution was
visualized based on the maximum-entropy method in
conjunction with Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffraction
data. This approach allows the maximal variance of calculated
structure factors within standard deviations of those extracted
from observed data. It makes MEM analysis very effective in
extracting the maximum amount of structural information from
the diffraction data, which is depicted as 3D distributions of
(negative) Li nuclear densities. The MEM maps are presented
in Figure 2, underneath the depiction of the structure in the
polyhedral motif for comparison. Well-connected Li ion
diffusion pathways that lie both along the b-axis (Figure 2c)
and in the a,c-plane (perspective view, Figure 2d) form a highly
connected 3D diffusion pathway. In contrast, similar MEM
analysis based on PND data of nanoporous β-Li3PS4 reveals
only Li pathways in the a,c-plane but no connectivity along the
b-axis.30 These findings are further supported by the bond
valence site energy (BVSE) maps,46 as discussed below.

Correlating Structure and Ion Transport in the Series
Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4. The targeted synthesis of Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4
phases in the composition range of 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.67 provided
phase-pure solid solutions as polycrystalline powders, as
proven by X-ray diffraction (Figure 5a). All the phases were
indexed in the same space group, Pnma. We note that in the
composition range 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.475 under slightly different
heat-treatment conditions, the tetragonal “LGPS”-type struc-
ture of Li3+xSixP1−xS4 can also crystallize,43 in addition to the
monoclinic superlattice Li3+xSixP1−xS4

39 that exhibits a different
PXRD pattern. However, by adjusting heat treatment and
cooling parameters, these side products can be completely
avoided. When the Si content reaches 0.8, the symmetry of
Li3.8Si0.8P0.2S4 switches to monoclinic (Figure 5a) which is
similar to the parent monoclinic phase Li4SiS4

39 (see
crystallographic details summarized in Tables S26−29 from
single crystal diffraction). The clear difference of the XRD
patterns (Figure 5a) between the orthorhombic and the
monoclinic phases is the peak at 2θ ∼16° (black arrow, (101)
reflection) in the former which shifts to ∼14.5° (blue arrow,
(100) reflection) in the monoclinic phase. X-ray single crystal
solutions of the structures were also achieved for other selected
compositions aside from the Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 framework,
namely, x = 0.15, 0.33, 0.5, and 0.67 (see Tables S2−5 and
S14−25 for details, and crystallographic information).
Together, this series provides us with a systematic way of
investigating the effect of composition/structure on ion
conductivity. We note that, for all of the Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4
phases (including Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 described above), due
to the similar X-ray/neutron scattering factors of Si and P, in
the X-ray single crystal and neutron powder refinements, the
Si/P ratios were fixed to the experimental targeted values as no
impurity phases were visible in the XRD patterns. To prove the
successful substitution of P for Si in the lattice, 29Si and 31P
MAS NMR studies of Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 (x = 0.25, 0.33, 0.67)
were performed, shown in Figure S2. We observed peaks
corresponding to SiS4

4− (δ ∼ 5 ppm) and PS4
3− (δ ∼ 86.5

ppm) moieties; typical chemical shifts in accord with prior
reports.52,53

Figure 5. (a) Selected X-ray diffraction patterns of as-synthesized Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 with x = 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5 0.67, 0.8; the black arrow
indicates the (101) reflection in orthorhombic Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 (x = 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5 0.67) and the blue arrow indicates the (100) reflection
in monoclinic Li3.8[Si0.8P0.2]S4. (b) Lattice parameters and unit cell volume change of orthorhombic Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 phases with Si content
from single crystal structure solutions at 280 K.
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The lattice parameters and unit cell volume changes based
on single crystal data for Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 with different Si
fraction are shown in Figure 5b. With increasing Si, the a
lattice parameter increases, whereas the b parameter decreases
and the c parameter shows a small variation. Overall, the cell
volume thus enlarges almost linearly with increasing Si content
in accord with solid solution behavior, because of the
introduction of the larger Si4+ on the P5+ site. The variable
temperature conductivity data and Arrhenius plots of
compositions Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 as a function of x are presented
in Figures 4 and S1. The conductivity is not strongly
dependent on x within 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.33, but outside of this
regime, the conductivity drops off markedly (Figure 4a). The
activation energy also increases with greater Si content (a trend
that is correlated with a decrease in ionic conductivity) from
0.34 eV (x = 0.25) to 0.38 eV (x = 0.33) and 0.40 eV (x = 0.5),
reaching 0.41 eV for x = 0.67 (Figure 4b).
Effect of Entropic Disorder. Aliovalent substitution in

Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4 has a large influence on ionic transport due to
characteristic and distinct changes in the structure. For
example, at low Si fractions, the single crystal structure of
Li3.15[Si0.15P0.85]S4 reveals different Li environments compared
to x = 0.25; namely, only partial site splitting is observed
(Figure 6a−c). The octahedral Li(2) ions shift from 4b sites to
8d sites which are split into two positions due to symmetry, as
in x = 0.25. The tetrahedral Li(1) site, however, does not split
and attains 97.6% occupancy (Figure 6b), similar to β-Li3PS4.
Li(3) shifts from its original tetrahedral sites to disordered
trigonal bipyramidal sites that now exhibit large anisotropic
thermal displacement parameters (as opposed to a true split
site) and still shares opposite faces with octahedral Li(2) to
form a potential Li-ion diffusion channel shown in Figure 6c.
The structure of this relatively highly conductive composition,
Li3.15[Si0.15P0.85]S4, can thus be regarded as a transition
between β-Li3PS4 and Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4, where all three Li
sites are split into two.

With increasing Si4+/P5+ ratio, more Li is stuffed into the
structure to balance the charge. The single crystal solution of
Li3.67[Si0.67P0.33]S4 is shown in Figure 6d, and the details are
summarized in Tables S22−25. The split Li2 sites move closer
within the octahedra with increasing Si content as shown in
Figure S3, and at x = 0.67, the octahedral Li2 now occupies the
original 4b site, albeit with a large atomic displacement
parameter. This is explained by the fact that the Li2 octahedra
share common faces with the surrounding Li1 and Li3
tetrahedra (inset in Figure S3). The additional Li content
with increasing x is accommodated on the (still split) Li3 sites,
and the total occupancy of the Li1 sites is always ≥90%. We
propose that this significantly increases the Coulombic
repulsion between the Li ions in the Li2 site and the Li1,3
sites, thereby changing the site energy of Li2 and making the
split site less favorable. The increased occupancy in the Li3
split sites also greatly reduces their vacancy populations. The
combination of these two factors lowers the ionic conductivity
to 0.231 mS·cm−1 and increases the activation energy to 0.41
eV.
BVSE maps in the SoftBV program46,47 developed by S.

Adams were used to analyze the energetics of probable ion
diffusion pathways in the lattice. This method needs only the
crystal structure as input. The BVSE map of Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4
shows a Li ion diffusion pathway through Li1A/Li1B, which
also passes through interstitial sites (i1 and i3) and is
connected with Li2 to form an a,c-plane diffusion pathway
(Figure S4a). The BVSE map (Figure S4b) along (001) also
shows a well-connected Li ion diffusion pathway in the a,b-
plane that passes through interstitial sites. The presence of
both interstitial sites and split Li-1,2,3 sites in the Li ion
diffusion pathways suggest they have a similar energy in the
Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 framework (see BVSE energy landscape
discussion below). In short, Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 exhibits a 3D Li
ion diffusion pathway, consistent with the MEM analysis
(above, Figure 2c,d).

Figure 6. View along (a) [001] and (b) [010] of Li3.15[Si0.15P0.85]S4 showing the zigzag Li-ion conduction channels along the b-axis and the isolated
Li(8d)S4-1 tetrahedra along the c-axis; (c) zigzag Li-ion diffusion along the b-axis with the octahedral Li(2) and disordered trigonal bipyramids
Li(3); and (d) view along [001] of Li3.67[Si0.67P0.33]S4 showing the nonsplit Li2 site with a large thermal displacement parameter: Li(8d)S4-1
(turquoise) tetrahedra, Li(8d)S6-2 (blue) octahedra, Li(4c)S5-3 (green) trigonal bipyramids, P/Si (violet spheres), and S (yellow spheres).
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BVSE can provide an estimate of the changes in the energy
landscape for Li-ion diffusion induced by Li site splitting. Split
Li sites indicate the existence of many local minima which
serve to frustrate the overall energy landscape and should lead
to lower activation energy barriers for Li ion diffusion.54 This
supposition is confirmed by examining the BVSE calculations
for the x = 0, 0.25, and 0.67 compositions shown in Figure 7.
The average activation energy barrier for Li3.25[Si0.25P0.75]S4 in
the Li2−Li3 pathway along the b-axis is lower than for
nanoporous β-Li3PS4 as a result of the change in the energy
landscape resulting from the splitting of the Li2 and Li3 sites
(Figure 7a). We suggest this accounts for the Li-ion diffusion
along the b-axis determined by the MEM analysis of the
negative nuclear densities. Whereas in β-Li3PS4, only quasi 2D
a,c-plane Li-ion diffusion is observed.30 In x = 0.67 where the
Li2 site is not split, the activation energy barrier along the b-
axis is higher. Especially noteworthy is that the diffusion
pathway for the x = 0.25 and 0.67 compositions along the c-
axis (which passes through the split Li1A and Li1B sites that
connect interstitial sites (i1, i3)) exhibits a relatively low
activation energy ∼0.2 eV (Figure 7b). This value is much
lower than that of β-Li3PS4 (∼0.3 eV) due to significantly
increased Li1 and i1, i3 site energies and likely compensates for

the increased energy barrier in the a,c-plane as x increases
(Figure 7c). In short, the BVSE calculations indicate the lowest
overall activation energy pathways are for x = 0.25 and suggest
that Li-ion diffusion takes place both along the b-axis and in
the a,c plane. Furthermore, recent ab initio modeling35 has
pointed out that mobile Li ions occupying high-energy sites
can activate concerted migration with a reduced migration
energy barrier. As indicated in Figure 7a, the Li3 split site
energy is significantly higher than that of the split Li2 and thus
occupation of the high energy split Li3 site may activate
concerted ion migration to further lower the activation energy.
We note that excess volume and attendant geometric

frustration has been invoked in increasing the fluoride ion
conductivity in Ba1−xCaxF2.

55 Moreover, correlated disorder
has been linked to clear crystallographic signatures56 which are
present in our case. The connection between the Li site
disorder and the increasing ion conductivity and decreasing
activation energy barrier shows that substitution-induced Li
site disorder has a major influence on the Li ion diffusion in
Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4, which may apply more generally to other solid
electrolytes of this nature. We also note that MD simulations
of β-Li3PS4 suggest maximal ionic conductivity is coincident
with highest configurational entropy. These calculations show

Figure 7. BVSE models of migration barriers along the (a) b-axis and (b) c-axis and (c) within the a,c-plane for β-Li3PS4 (black) with no split sites,
Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 (blue) with three split sites, and Li3.67Si0.67P0.33S4 (orange) with two split sites. Note that the site energies are referenced to zero for
the Li2 site as the lowest energy in each case which is a relative, not absolute value; it does not imply the lowest energies are the same in each
calculation.
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that “melting” (i.e., complete disorder) of the Li sublattice at
600 K in β-Li3PS4 occurs as more Li sites become available due
to an increase in intrinsic vacancies.57 This report suggests that
the melted Li sublattice leads to a liquid-like ionic diffusivity,
and the sublattice melt-induced Li disorder can possibly be
stabilized by quenching. Our studies confirm experimental
verification of the onset of such disorder that is stabilized by
substitution instead of quenching.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have synthesized a fast-ion conductor,
orthorhombic Li3+x[SixP1−x]S4, with an entropically stabilized
structure in a limited solid solution range (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.33)
that results in high ionic conductivities above 1 mS·cm−1, and
where the highest ionic conductivity of 1.22 mS·cm−1 is
exhibited for the composition Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4. This represents
an increase by 3 orders of magnitude compared to bulk β-
Li3PS4. The ionic conductivities can likely be further improved
by reducing grain boundary resistance by hot pressing as
reported elsewhere.19,23 The orthorhombic phase is a
promising solid state sulfide electrolyte for Li metal batteries
as the ductile and flexible nature of thiophosphates makes
them more easily processed and densified, compared to oxide
solid electrolytes. This work shows aliovalent substitution can
lead to structural changes and Li site disorder which can
induce a flatter potential energy landscape and lower the
activation energy for mobile Li ions. These observations
highlight the importance of a detailed and reliable structure
analysis enabled by single crystal diffraction combined with
powder neutron diffraction to gain a better understanding of
the structure−property relations in these solid state ion
conductors. These findings can help to guide further
enhancements in ionic conductivity, new materials discovery,
and the understanding of Li ion transport in SSEs.
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